IMAGES IN CLINICAL MEDICINE
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Figure 1: showing reticular lesions in the right leg.
A 45 year man presented with pain in right
leg and reticular lesion on skin on
posterior side of right leg. He met with a
road traffic accident 2 years back when he
was a professional driver and having
weakness in right hand since then.
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Twelve days back he went back on a
driving job where he had to drive for 12
hours daily, and since then he had started
feeling pain in right leg. As days passed,
pain worsened so he used hot water
balloon behind legs for some relief. With
every passing day his situation became
more painful so he ended up in hospital.
Such reticular lesions are present in
Livedo reticularis, cutis marmorata and
erythema Ab Igne and in this case; it was
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diagnosed as erythema Ab Igne (figure 1)
which happens on prolonged exposure to
any heat source as occurred in this case
by hot water balloon. It is easy to miss the
diagnosis and go for unnecessary tests
while only avoiding exposure to heat
source may be the only required
intervention in such case.1 Some other
common heat sources are hot water
bottles, laptops, kangri, space heaters,
electric heaters, heating blankets, heat
pads, and occupational hazard to bakers
and chefs.

of sleeping on beds of hot bricks. Kangri
cancer in Kashmir and Kario cancer in
Japan do occur because people keep
kanger and kangri or burning material in
any container beneath clothing.2
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Squamous cell carcinoma of skin is the
common complication which is called
Kang cancer in China and Tibet, because
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